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1.a) A topographical map is a detailed and accurate illustration of manmade and natural features on the 
ground such as roads, railways, power transmission lines, contours, elevations, rivers, lakes and 
geographical names. 

b) i) Forest. ii) Agricultural Land. 

c) Contour lines are imaginary lines drawn on a map joining places having the same height above the 
mean sea level. 

Features of contours: 

 A contour line is drawn to show places of equal heights. 
 Contour lines and their shapes represent the height and slope or gradient of the landform. 
 Contours usually do not intersect. 
 They meet together to represent a cliff. 
 When contours are widely spaced, they depict gentle slope. Closely spaced contours depict 

steep slope. (Any two) 

d) Contour Interval is the vertical distance between two successive contours. 

Contour Interval is 20m. 

2. a) 1cm. on the map represents 50000 cm on the earth surface. 

b) Different types of slopes are – Gentle Slope / Steep Slope / Concave Slope / Convex Slope. (Any two) 

c) Heights are- (any three) 

 Benchmark – BM 200 
 

 Spotheight - .200 
 

 Trigonometrical station –  
 
  

 Contour lines –   

 

468 

400 



d) i) Plateau ii) Eastings iii) Gentle Slope 

3. a) Dispersed settlements are found in large farm areas where there are few people living. They are 
also seen in remote areas far from any favourable water source or fertile lands. Both permanent and 
temporary huts can be seen here. 

b)  Difference between Gap & Pass  

GAP PASS 
Low depression close to the ground. A pass is also a gap between two hills but it can be 

at the higher elevation. 
 

c) i) Permanent Hut:                ii) Temporary Hut:  

iii) Nucleated Settlement:  

  

 d) i) Conical Hill: (any two features) 
 It rises almost uniformly from the surrounding land. 
 A conical hill is represented by equal spacing contours and heights increasing towards 

the central circular contour. 
 The slopes are equal in all the directions. 
 The central or innermost contour has the highest value showing the summit of the hill. 
 Contours appear in concentric circles. 

ii) Ridge: Ridge is a long narrow sharp-edged upland with several peaks. It is like a range of hills. The 
slopes may be steep or gentle. 

iii) Saddle: Saddle is a shallow depression between two hills. It is a broader gap compared to a Col. 
 

 

Major points to consider: 

 ‘Mean Sea Level’ should be mentioned in the definition of contour. 
 Unit must be mentioned in contour interval. 
 Diagram should be practiced thoroughly with usage of proper colour. 
 Examples of Natural and Man-made features should be mentioned.  


